
Treatment not Trauma Working Group – AR Subgroup 
Thursday 11/30 | 11AM-12PM | Virtual 
 
Participants: 
 
Tiffany Patton (CDPH), David Kwon (CDPH), Mariann McKeever (OEMC), Merit Solis (AIS), Chief Jonathan 
Zaentz (CPD), Mada Leanga (CARE Clinician, CDPH), Gabrielle Mitchell (CARE Clinician, CDPH), Allie 
Lichterman (MOCS), Nick Chanko (Mayoral Fellow), Mariana Osoria (EDYHS), Noureen Hashim (Mayor’s 
Policy Office) 
 
Meeting Notes: 

Part 1 & 2: Presentation overview by Allie 

Part 3: Discussion of Scope of Work 

- Legal and regulatory frameworks should be understood so that the final roadmap is viable and 
actionable. Barriers --> DOL. 

- Have a question (how are we engaging community consults?) be present. 
- Chose this respond to high acuity calls. Highest level or risk and vulnerability. Integration into 

911 system. No longer integrated into 911. How will 911 calls get routed to AR if police believe? 
- Expansion – traditionally there have been time parameters; after 4pm there is a drop in 

available services. This service should be inclusive of everyone (ex. age). Level of care. Eyes on 
clinicians and no police – clinicians can handle safety situations. How will we integrate police to 
be dispatched to those with high level of safety risk? 

- How will police buy-in work, moving forward? Right now, calls are police-assist. Working with 
them, partnering with them while on the street. 

- SMEs – can we bring in experts from people doing the work to these meetings? That is, law 
enforcement personnel who have been running the system. If we move forward without them, 
we’ll be operating in the vacuum. Just as community members participation is necessary, to 
replace the current system we need the input of those operating it. Chief Deputy Rosetee??. + 
by another subgroup member. Rosetee has lots of experience that can help.  

Measurable goal discussion - [discussed in whiteboard] 

Timeline discussion - [discussed in whiteboard] 

- We need federal legislation to make this permanent and restructure from the ground up, 
ideally. Until then --> a 3-year roadmap until the next administration? 

Values that will guide the plan - [not yet discussed, out of time] 

 

ACTION STEPS: Allie = email with whiteboard; Members = members continue adding their thoughts to 
the whiteboard; Allie = draft scope based on whiteboard and share w/ members via email; Members = 
by next meeting, share thoughts on how to improve meetings/resources members need to effectively 
participate. 


